Ansan VS Chungju
Chungju Hummel are the visitors for the first game at the Wa Stadium in
the 2015 K League Challenge season. Last season's play-off disappointment hangs
fresh in the mind, so we will be hoping for three points today to act as a
springboard to another promotion challenge. Following last weekend's bore draw
at Gyeongnam, Ansan are yet to get off the mark in terms of goals, and might be
looking to midfielder Jo Jaecheol, who struck twice against Chungju last season as
the teams played out three draws, and Ansan taking one victory at home. Chungju
themselves were beaten 1-0 at home by Goyang last weekend and showed little
to suggest it will not be another disappointing season for the side who finished
second from bottom in 2014.

Chungju connection
Park Sehwan 's (13) parent club is Chungju, but will the forward haunt his
club with a goal today? Unlikely, as he only made 3 appearances last season,
and it will be a suprise to see him on the pitch today. [Image ansanj.com]

Ones to Watch this Season
Ko Kyungmin (11)
Ko bagged eleven goals last season, including one in the
2-2 draw at Chungju in September. He'll be looking to
improve on that tally before returning to parent club Anyang.
[Image ansanfc.kr]

Jeong Hyuk (6)

Coming in from Jeonbuk, much is expected of this
experienced midfielder who bagged three goals for the
Jeonju based side as they went on to win last season's K
League Classic championship. [Image heraldk.com]

Lee Jaegwon(9)
He didn't feature against Gyeongnam but he put in the
most appearances for Ansan last season, playing 34 times for
the club. He is also Ansan's bad-boy as he collected a club high
8 booking last campaign. Expect the midfield to be a consistent
feature of the midfield set-up this season. [Image sbssports.co.kr]

Key Fixtures
Wednesday 14th April VS Suwon City @ Suwon Stadium
If Ansan cannot win promotion this season, then they at least have to finish
above rivals Suwon. The first Ansan-Suwon derby is an awkward 6:30 pm
evening kick-off, but is one Ansan must come away with points from.

Saturday 18th April VS Seoul E-Land @ Wa Stadium
If Ansan are to have any hope of a promotion tilt this term, they will
need to overcome the new Jamsil based franchise Seoul E-Land who
are tipped to be title challengers this season. They are managed by
Scotsman Martin Rennie, the league's only non-Korean manager.

Tuesday 5th May VS Sangju Sangmu @ Wa Stadium
It's the forces derby on Children's Day, and after being relegated from the
Classic last season, Sangju will be looking to make an immediate return. If
Ansan want to take their place, they will have to stop them at the Wa.

Sunday 24th May VS Anyang @ Anyang Stadium
Desperate for a return to Korean football's top table, Anyang got off to
an impressive start to the season, winning 3-0 at home to Suwon.
They could be a dark horse for the title, and Ansan will need to take
something at Anyang in the Line 4 derby.
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